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Lake Turkana Fishery:
Options for Development of a Sustainable Trade

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
From a trade and development point of view, Lake Turkana has been relatively
neglected, at least in the last decade. During the same time, the opinion among many
people, even in the fishery sector, has been that the lake is at risk of drying up, suffers
high salinity levels that affects fish growth, and the fish in it is infested with parasites.
Partly as a result of this neglect and opinions:
•

There is little fishing in the lake, especially when the Ferguson's gulf is dry.
The few fishers in the lake (3,000) mainly use artisanal craft, which is
unsuitable for navigating the open waters sections of the lake which suffer
strong diurnal wind patterns

•

Fish harvested here suffers high post harvest losses due to lack of hygiene and
sanitation facilities for its handling, and the bulk of what remains is dried
under dusty conditions, resulting in a five-fold loss in market value. This
exacerbates poverty among Lake Turkana fishers.

•

There are hardly any research or management activities around the lake,
mainly because the few Government staff around the fishery lack the
necessary capacity (resources, equipment, personnel) to undertake their duties.
There is some fishery support activities being undertaken by development
organizations and NGOs, but these are minimal and uncoordinated.

Research activities in the 1970's and 1980's (which are the only recent
comprehensive research in the lake) greatly contributed to our current understanding
of the lake, and also made significant investments in infrastructure for accessing the
lake. From these research expeditions, it was established that a conservative estimate
of the average sustainable yield offish from this lake is 30,000MT, but could be much
higher when the Ferguson's Gulf is full as a result of flooding from river Omo. The
research also established that fluctuations of water levels in Lake Turkana are periodic
and normal, and in fact have at times been worse, like in the 1945-60 period when the
lake had lost about 4m depth. Based on observations of higher salinities in water pools
in the lakes islands (which support vibrant fish life), the theory of unsustainable lake
salinities was dispelled. The research also identified higher than average fish growths
in the lake (comparable to intensive aquaculture farms). It also identified an Alestes
minutus fishery estimated at over 500,000MT per year, which could be developed into
an industrial feed fishery.
The concern about the presence of fish parasites in the lake was not recorded in past
research expeditions, and current observations of it indicate that it is scarce, and
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possibly manageable through best practices of isolating parasites from processed fish.
Based on these observations, it is clear that the traditionally exploited fish of this lake
could yield about 2.4 billion Ksh (when sold fresh at an average price of 1US$/kg),
and the A. minutus industrial fishery about 17 billion Ksh annually (assuming
1US$/kg dried weight).
Considering that this is the largest lake in Kenya (about twice in size compared with
Kenya's area of lake Victoria), and that it can greatly contribute to economic
development of the arid Lake Turkana region and the country in general, there is need
for urgent measures to develop trade in Lake Turkana fisheries. Such efforts should
include the flowing:
•
•
•

Capacity building efforts to improve fish production from Lake Turkana
Development and enforcement of quality control, research and fishery
management measures to minimize post harvest losses
Development of the capacity of private sector players and associations to
spearhead sustainable trade around the lake.

These efforts could be achieved through:
•
•
•

Building strong public-private partnerships to enhance investment around
the lake
Formulating a strong collaboration between Kenya and Ethiopia in the
sustainable management of the lake's water inflow and stocks
Strengthening institutional collaboration between public and private sector
organizations working around the lake.

Development of sustainable trade in Lake Turkana fisheries would greatly improve
the socioeconomic status of the fishers and riparian communities, who have much less
other alternative livelihood options apart from pastoralism. This will greatly
contribute to the goal of wealth creation and poverty eradication as contained in
Government of Kenya's Economic Recovery Strategy (ERS).
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1.0: Introduction
The world demand for fishery products has been increasing steadily over recent time,
and is currently higher than supply. This has been brought about by factors such as the
increasing awareness 0 f t he health benefits of eating fish ( such as t he PDFAs 1 and
EPA in fish oils), and the desire for alternative animal protein sources after the recent
mad cow disease and bird flu incidences. There has therefore been increased fishing
pressure on freshwater and marine fisheries by both artisanal and industrial fishers, to
the extend that majority (about 70%) of the world's fisheries are now considered
either overexploited or at their maximum sustainable yields.
In Kenya, the fisheries sector had been growing steadily over the last 20 years, and is
currently valued at about 8 billion Ksh (with exports worth 4 billion Ksh) annually.
The sector now contributes about 5% of the GDP and supports the livelihood of over
500, 000 people. Fisheries is therefore emerging as an important non traditional
export sector (compared to coffee and tea). The bulk of Kenya's fish production (71%
of the total 150,000MT landed in 2003) comes from lake Victoria, and the rest is from
the Indian Ocean and inland waters, including Lake Turkana.
One of the striking features on a physical map of Kenya (fig 1) is the sheer size and
length of Lake Turkana. It is clearly the largest freshwater body in Kenya. The next
logical expectation is that this is a major fishing region in Kenya. Sadly, this is not the
case. This is despite the fact that the lake is in an arid land region, which has few
other economic livelihood options. What is therefore happening in and around Lake
Turkana? Is it that there is no (sufficient) fish? Are there no fishers in this lake? Is the
lake too remote from major trading centers to be able to support serious business?
These are the questions that may come upfront when one considers Lake Turkana
fishery.
Several studies were conducted in Lake Turkana in the past. These included mainly
limnological (water quality), fish biology and aquatic ecology aspects, and have
contributed greatly to the current understanding of the lake. Little is however know
about aspects such as current stocks dynamics (species and quantities), socio
economics and water balance, issues that are important for development planning of
this water body.
It is important, from a Government and development partner's point of view, to
establish a clear understanding of the fundamentals of fish production, such as water
(quality, balance and sufficiency), fish (ecology and volumes) and the socio
economics of the fisher communities. An investor (trader) will however require more
specific and broad information, such as infrastructural condition (roads, distances,
electricity, potable water), security of fishers and traders and volumes of specific
species available for fishing or trade. These aspects affect the cost of doing business,
and are therefore important considerations.

1 Poly unsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) are essential nutrients for human health, which the body cannot
manufacture. Eicosapentaneoic acid (EPA) is helps lower blood cholesterol, and is only found in fish
oils in nature.
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Fig 1: Map ofKenya, showing Lake Turkana

1.1:
Study Objectives
This study was undertaken to explore the options available for the development of
sustainable trade in Lake Turkana fishery, with a view to mainstreaming it in the
economic development of the immediate communities. Specifically, the study seeks to
provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information on Lake Turkana, including stocks and water issues.
An overview of the fishers of Lake Turkana, their activities and distribution
Information on the infrastructural access to Lake Turkana.
An analysis of fish marketing and value addition activities around Lake
Turkana.
An analysis of fish quality control issues around the lake, including parasites
Development options and a proposed way forward for the development of
sustainable fisheries trade around Lake Turkana

Given the harsh climatic conditions in the northern region of Kenya, there is an urgent
need to develop an alternative livelihood for it's mainly pastoralist inhabitants. A
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sustainable fisheries trade by the immediate communities around the lake can greatly
improve their socio-economic status, hence contributing greatly to the national
economic goals of poverty reduction and wealth creation.
1.2

Scope for SNV in lake Turkana Fisheries

SNV (Netherlands Development Organization), especially its North Rift fortfolio
which is based in Eldoret, has been pursuing integrated development objectives in the
North rift part of Kenya, which includes lake Turkana. Specifically, SNV has been
actively promoting sustainable alternative livelihood activities with a view to reducing
the current overdependence on pastoralism in the region. This organization has also
been supporting natural resource management initiatives especially through
community based organizations. SNV has also been at the forefront in facilitating
conflict resolution activities in the North Rift, a region which has experienced
frequent cattle rustling and sporadic communal clashes.
Lake Turkana fisheries perhaps represents one of the greatest concentrations of known
natural resources in the north rift region. Fisheries certainly is the key alternative
livelihood for the riparian populations around the lake. Its exploitation however
requires collaboration of diverse communities in Kenya and even Ethiopia, which is
made more difficult b y their persistent conflicts. A solution to t he development 0 f
lake Turkana fisheries development therefore requires an approach that integrates
conflict resolution with capacity building for alternative livelihood, and natural
resources management.
The current initiative by SNV to work on development of lake Turkana fisheries is a
logical consequence of their current activities, which are now essential tools for
addressing these intricate problems.

2.0: Description of Lake Turkana
Lake Turkana is a large water reservoir in the eastern arm of the Great Rift Valley,
about 3 Okm w ide a nd extending 265km in a north-south direction. It 1ies between
2°27'N and 4°40'N, in the arid North-West part of Kenya, at an altitude of 375 meters
above sea level. It has a mean and maximum depths of 31m and 115m, respectively,
and occupies an area of about 7,560km2. This area is almost twice that of Kenya's part
of lake Victoria (6% of the lake or 4,300km2) (Hopkins 1982 and Kolding 1989).
About 90% of the lake's inflow is from river Omo, which is entirely in Ethiopia and
enters the lake at its northern end, creating a swampy delta. The eastern shores are
rugged a nd rocky, with few sheltered bays. T he western shore consists 0 f exposed
sandy beaches, interrupted by the Ferguson's gulf. The seasonal Turkwell and Kerio
rivers enter the lake from the western shores (fig. 2). Within the lake basin there is
little change in meteorological factors: the rainfall is about 100-300mm annually, and
mean temperatures 30°C.
Strong prevailing south-easterly winds with marked diurnal cycles are the most
predominant feature of the area. This creates a well defined surface current of about 7
9 cm/s net wind velocity in the north-west direction, compensated by an opposite deep
water return current, which in turn creates 'upwelling' conditions on the eastern shore.
Consequently Lake Turkana is usually well mixed, with oxygen and temperature
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regimes showing little or no stratification (Yuretich 1976; Hopson 1982). The annual
water surface temperature ranges between 27.2-29.4°C and bottom temperatures from
25.4-26.4°C. Oxygen concentrations normally range from 5.0-6.5mgIL at 80m depth
compared to 6.8-8.4mglL at the surface. A survey conducted in March-May 1988
(Kallqvist et ai, 1988) showed however seasonal thermoclines, and oxygen
concentrations less than 2mgIL below 50m depth.
Since the lake has no surface outlet, its water balance is between inflow from rainfall
in distant Ethiopian mountains, and evaporation estimated at 2.3-2.8m/yr. The lake
therefore fluctuates with average annual amplitude of I-105m, with accompanying
variations, which are more than any other world lakes of natural origin (Butzer 1971).
The lake now has 2.44 gIL-dissolved solids, which is near the borderline of 3.0gIL
defining saline waters (Williams 1981). The mean conductivity is about 3,500!!S.cm- 1
with an estimated rise of 0.45 !!S.cm-I.yr-I. The water chemistry is mainly sodium
(95% of the cations, due to the nature of the volcanic origin of the catchment) and
bicarbonate which generates high alkalinity (24 meqIL, pH 9.3). The fears that the
rising alkalinity in the lake might discourage fish growth have been dispelled by
observations of normal growth of Oreochromis niloticus, Synodontis schaal, Clarias
lazera and Haplochromis rudolfianus in Crater Lake A on Central Island, where
conductivities have now risen to 1,1 OO!!S.cm- l , a figure that the rest of Lake Turkana
is expected to take long to achieve.

Omo Delta

Haret

Lowarengak

o

North

Koobi Fora

lsI.
Nachukui

R. Turkwell
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Fig 2: Lake Turkana, showing main physical features and major fishing areas

3:

Lake Turkana Fishery: are there enough stocks?

Lake Turkana fishery consists of about 48 known species, of which 7 are endemic to
the lake. There are 12 commercially exploited species, which can be grouped into the
following categories:
1. The tilapias fishery in the littoral zone. This is dominated by Oreochromis
niloticus, and is especially important in the shallow lagoons and the
Ferguson's gulf, which fills during high floods in river Omo, but dries up
periodically.
2. The inshore demersal fishery, which is currently dominated by Labeo horie.
3. The offshore demersal fishery, which is dominated by Bagrus bayad.
4. The pelagic fishery, consisting mainly of tigerfish (Hydrochnus forskalii),
Alestes baremose, Alestes minutus, Nile perch (Lates niloticus) and the catfish
(Synodonis schaal)
The lake in the north exhibit a fishery more characteristic of flooded swamps than a
stable lake. Fishes which spawn at river-mouths migrate to the mouth of river Omo
during its peak flooding period (August to October). The river also bring enormous
suspended matter which lowers the light penetration in the north and middle sections
of the lake, with the southern parts remaining largely clear.
The particularly favorable water temperatures and abundant sunshine combine to
encourage rapid phytoplankton growth throughout the lake. Algal growth is however
more concentrated in the northern sections of the lake owing to ample supply of
nutrients from the river mouth, and also the northwest sweep of the winds which
concentrates the phytoplankton towards the north and western parts of the lake. The
1972-75 study (Hopson 1982) showed above-normal productions in the northern and
Lake Turkana Fishery/ SNV
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central sections, and average productions in the southern part, when compared with
other tropical lakes (table 1).
. 1a ke Tiurkana
1';able 1 PhlvtOpJIan kton oroductzon ln

Lake Turkana
Section
Northern
Central
Southern

Gross Phytoplankton
production in eC/m2/day
1,315-6,222
194-3,936
259-293

Owing to this varied nature of the lake, and its seasonal variations of its water level, it
is not possible to categorize Lake Turkana either as one of the natural lakes, or
flooded swamps such as the Sudd swamp in southern Sudan. Concepts such as
'maximum sustainable yield, (MSY)' or even unifonn management measures across
the lake are inapplicable here. Results from the 1972-75 research gave the following
fishing yield estimates:

Table 2: Forecasts of Probable Sustainable Yields for all Major Species of Fish in
Lake Turkana

Species

Common
name

Hydrocynus forskalii
Alestes baremose

tigerfish

Estimated
Yield
(MT)
1,000
10,000

Notes

No reliable estimates of stock
density for Lake Turkana. Estimate
based on lake Albert, Uganda/DR
Congo (Stoneman 1966)

Alestes minutus
and Alestes ferox

560,000

Pelagic fish of very small size
(3cm max). Of potential
commercial importance for human
food and fishmeal production

Citharinus citharinus
Distichodus niloticus
Labeo horie
Barbus bynni
Schilbe uranoscopus
Bagrus bayad
Synodontis schaal
Lates longispinis

0-50
0-100
200-500
100-200
600
1,650
22,000
1,800

Based on factors calculated during
the research period (1972-1975)

catfish
dwarf
perch
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Lates niloticus
Oreochromis niloticus

others

ti1apia

1,050
500-22,000 Higher value applicable when
Ferguson's Gulfis flooded. Lower
values for the rest of the lake
200

This study therefore gave the following fishing yield estimates:
Table3: Estimated Potential Annual Yield (tones) for Lake Turkana at Different
Scenarios
Current
Current
Allfish All Fish,
commercial fish,
Ferguson gulffull Ferguson gulf dry commercial fish,
Ferguson gulf
Ferguson gulffull
empty
621,150
597,000
61,150
37,000

The 1972-75 yield predictions have been criticized as being too optimistic. Kallqvist
et al (1988) calculated a sustainable yield of traditionally exploited fish from offshore
areas of the lake at 15,000 - 30,000MT/yr, down from the 37,000MT of earlier
predictions. It is important to note that this was based on 'traditionally exploited fish',
and that a change in demand patterns could involve fishing for currently non
traditional fish, resulting in new yield estimates.
The Ferguson's Gulf, situated on the west coast of the Central section, must be
considered as a separate entity. The efficiency with which algal food is utilized by the
tilapia (0. niloticus) in the gulf and the resultant extremely high rates of fish
production were unmatched by any other area of the lake. In 1976, the tilapia
production from an area of 10km2 was 16,1 OOMT, which was more than four times
the total catch from the rest of the lake. This is even high compared to production
rates in cultivated ponds. The flooding of the gulf is not permanent, however, but
dries up periodically during low lake water levels as is the case currently. Given that
there are many shallow depressions on the western shores of this lake, combined with
ideal temperatures, there exists a possibility of establishing high efficiency
aquaculture pond and cage farms in this lake.
Generally, Lake Turkana fishery composition and reproduction characteristics are
more related to a floodplain fishery. Lowe-McConell (1987) concluded that riverine
communities have a higher productionlbiomass ratio and a greater reproductive
potential when compared to stable lake communities, to allow for rapid colonization
during high flooding and survive the high mortality rates during dry spells. In Lake
Turkana, this is confirmed by the findings that the fish species have higher growth
rates and larger sizes at maturity than conspecific populations from other areas. This
has been described for Lates niloticus, (Hopson 1982b), Synodontis schaal (Lock
1982) and Oreohromis niloticus (Harbott and Ogari 1982). All other factors being
equal, the stable high temperatures of Lake Turkana are probably the main cause of
this rapid growth, including the fact that food shortages are not prevalent.
Even though there are about 12 fish species commercially exploited from Lake
Turkana, tilapias are particularly targeted because of their popularity both in the local
Lake Turkana Fishery/ SNV
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communities and market destinations in the country. Top predators also have tilapia as
a key component of their diet. The lake's crocodile population, one of the largest
remaining in Africa, was during a census in the late 1960's estimated to consume
some 2-4,000MT offish annually of which 90% were tilapias (Graham and Beard
1973). Ferguson's Gulf is designated as a bird sanctuary and aquatic birds, especially
pelicans, are considered among the most important predators on tilapia (Balarin 1979).
Although there are no quantitative impact studies on Lake Turkana, the presence of
thousands of pelicans has been reported in the lake (Kolding 1982b) and it has been
estimated that a pelican can consume about 0.5MT tilapia per year (Vareschi 1979).
The plentiful Nile perch also has tilapia as one of its principle prey, and estimated
consumption rates are 10-14,000MT tilapia per year (Hopson 1982). Given that
tilapias occur mainly in the 5m depth contour of sheltered lagoons around the lake,
their contribution to Lake Turkana food system is quite impressive.

3.1:

Catch Assessment

Data collection around Lake Turkana has always been a big challenge owing to the
remoteness of the main fishing areas, and the rough terrain between them. Navigation
to data collection centers through the lake is made more difficult by the diurnal winds
which renders sailing in the lake during parts of the day impossible. Also, insecurity
in some parts of the lake, especially in the north, renders data collection in these areas
difficult. Near comprehensive data was collected in some parts of the lake during two
short periods during the two study periods (1972-75 and 1988), but generally, most
data recorded concerns fishing activities in the western side of the lake, or fish landed
in the Kalokol neighborhood. Data from fishing activities in the eastern side of the
lake is hardly recorded, especially if fish is consumed locally or follows non
traditional marketing pathways. Most of the data compiled by the Department of
Fisheries is for dried fish, as reported by traders in Kalokol and other major dried fish
trading centers. Equivalent weights for fresh fish are then worked out from submitted
data. Since different dried batches have different moisture contents, and also the fact
that not all fish is dried (post harvest losses, subsistence consumption and local trade),
the figures worked out can at best be considered only as indicative landings. A
significant portion of data which is not captured is the fishing done by Ethiopian
fishermen at the north of the lake, especially in the delta region. This fishery is
reported to be increasing in sophistication, and is mainly targeting large pelagics like
the Nile perch (fig 4), which is being processed for export by an ED exporting factory
located near Lake Chamo in Ethiopia.
From collected data, the highest landings ever recorded for Lake Turkana was
22,000MT in 1976 during the peak flooding of the Ferguson's gulf, which alone
produced 16,1 OOMT. This was however an unusual situation, because the gulf
periodically dries up, and average landings are usually 1,500-2,000MT during gulf
dry spells, about 4,000MT during partial flooding levels, and about 10,000-12,000MT
during peak flooding of the gulf. Fig 3 shows landings trends for the 1992-2002
period.
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Fig 3: Fish Production in lake Turkana, Kenya

Catch data, just like stock assessment discussed earlier, indicate that the lake's
production fluctuates greatly over time, with estimates being positively correlated
with the lake level. Kolding (1989) calculated a relationship between annual catch per
boat (y, in MT) and mean lake level (x, in meters) as y = 22.15 + 3.87x, with an r
(coefficient) of 0.885. These fluctuations are important for any investment decision
around the lake. Any assumptions of steady supply could lead to over-capacity
installations such as that undertaken for the Lake Turkana Fisheries Cooperative
Society (TFCS) in 1980. This factory was put out of operations permanently due to,
among other reasons, the lack of sufficient fish supply (the factory processing
capacity is about 40MT per day) and insufficient potable water.
Data, especially on fish landings, is essential for any development planning process. It
is important that the Department of Fisheries and KMFRI come up with programs to
strengthen data collection around Lake Turkana. Given the current staffing levels of
the two institutions, this may prove to be a major challenge, but collaboration with
stakeholders such as fishers and traders groups at landing sites through Beach
Management Units may be an efficient way to achieve this aim. Data collection
requires substantial resources, especially given the vast distances and rough terrain to
be covered.
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Fig 4: Two L. Turkana Fishermen assist each other to hold up a 50kg Nile perch.
Such sizes offish is common in the middle parts ofthe lake

4.0

Fishing in Lake Turkana

The main fishers community of Lake Turkana is the Turkana tribe, who are located
along the western shores mainly from Lowarengak to Kerio, with the main fishing
centre being at Kalokol (fig 2). The Turkana are efficient fishers who, even though
they mainly use artisanal craft and gear, are fast learners. They are able to cross the
lake to access fishing grounds in the eastern, northern and southern shores. To the
extreme north of the lake (beyond Todenyang), at the border between Kenya and
Ethiopia, the Merille tribe form the main fishers of the Omo river mouth and delta.
The northern shoreline of the lake fluctuates greatly, with the lake being almost
entirely in Kenya during low lake levels, and at flooding times a significant part of the
lake being located in Ethiopia. Merille fishers therefore often cross the border
'following the lake' since the common understanding is that this northern part of the
lake is in Ethiopia, and also there are no clear boundary marks. This causes serious
conflicts between Turkana and Merille fishers. The conflict situation is made worse
by traditional beliefs between the two communities, whereby a Merille man is
considered to be brave and mature (and hence ready for marriage) if he can proof to
have killed a Turkana m an. There have therefore been sporadic a ttacks of Turkana
fishermen in these northern waters, as happened in July 2005 during when five
Turkana fishers were killed while on a fishing expedition.
Considering that the northern waters are the richest fishing grounds, and that most
large fish migrate there to spawn, most commercial fishers in the lake strive to operate
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there. A resolution of this conflict would therefore greatly help to improve the
livelihood of many Lake Turkana fishers. The current high demand for large fish,
especially Nile perch, by the new ED-exporting company around lake Chamo in
Ethiopia is likely to escalate the conflict situation in this region as the two fisher
communities clash over fishing grounds. Given the current use of more efficient craft
(motorboats and outboard engines) and 3-inch nets in this area which is basically a
breeding and nursery ground, lack of management measures in this part of the lake
could adversely affect the whole of Lake Turkana stocks. Effective management
measures of this fishing ground, and indeed the whole of Lake Turkana, calls for
regional collaboration between Kenya and Ethiopia, which is now urgent.
On the North Eastern shores of the lake, the Dassanach tribe form the main fishers
community. The main fishing point in this region is locates around Illaret. The Gabra
tribe are located to the east of Sibiloi national park, which extends to the eastern part
of Lake Turkana as a marine reserve. The Gabra are not traditional fishers, and there
are only few fishers from this community. Fishing around Koobi Fora, Allia Bay and
Moite is mainly undertaken by Turkana fishers, who easily sail there from Kalokol
owing to their close proximities. The regions around Allia Bay and Moite also act as
the main fish drying areas for Turkana fishers. There has been several reported
incidents of attacks of fishers by surrounding tribes (such as Gabra and Boran). Since
these communities are not fishers traditionally, these attacks are not usually over
fishing grounds, but rather for theft of food rations in the expedition boats, or from
temporary camps set up at the shores by fishers drying their catch. Constructive
dialogue between Turkana fisher communities and local clan leaders is usually
sufficient to halt these attacks. In the long run however, as Lake Turkana fishery
becomes more commercial, these communities on the eastern shores will take much
more interest in fishing, and more long lasting resource access arrangements will need
to be worked out between these tribes and the Turkana.
Loiyangalani is the main fishing centre of fishing activities in the El Molo bay and
South Island. This is a cosmopolitan town composed of most tribes in the east of the
lake, the Turkana, and even migrant Luhya and Luo communities. The south is
generally less endowed with fish compared to the northern and central sections, but
significant quantities of fish are harvested and dried at Loiyangalani.

4.1:

Fishing Gear and Craft

There has never been a frame survey for Lake Turkana, so the exact number of crafts,
gears and fishers is unknown. The vast majority of fishing activities are concentrated
in a few places such as Kalokol, Eliye, Kerio, Kataboi, Nachukui, Lowarengak and
Loiyangalani on the western side, and Ilaret, Koobi Fora, Alia Bay, Moite, Elmolo
Bay and Loiyangalani on the eastern side. Most of the fishing activities in the whole
lake can be monitored fairly accurately from Kalokol in the centre (for information on
both eastern and western sides of the central section, Todenyang on the North west,
Ilaret on the North East, and Loiyangalani for the south east. Another source of useful
data is NGOs and other development organizations working with sections of the
fishers in several p arts of the lake. The number 0 f fishers fluctuates depending 0 n
whether the Ferguson's Gulf is full or empty. During the peak fishing period in 1976,
the number of fishers and boats registered with the Lake Turkana fishers Cooperative
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Society (TFCS) was 2,500 and 165, respectively. The number of these fishers
increased to an all-time high of 7,000 in 1980-82, but soon decreased to 1,500 by
1988 after the gulf dried. Similarly the number of registered boats reached a high of
206 in 1978, but decreased to 141 after the gulf dried up in 1986 (Kolding 1992). It is
estimated that there are about 3,000 fishers currently around the lake.
A great proportion of fishing in Lake Turkana takes place in shallow lagoons and gulf,
where beach seining is predominant (fig 5). These artisanal fishers use wooden rafts
(made from fibrous wooden logs which easily float in the water) for navigating the
short distances within which they operate. Some full-time fishers navigate across the
lake regularly, targeting large size fishes such as Nile perch, bagrus and catfish in rich
fishing grounds.
The main types of fishing gears in Lake Turkana are:
•
•
•
•

Set nets
Beach seines
Long-lines (hook and lines - 2-10 km long)
Gillnets (recommended size 6 -inch, but most are undone locally and re-made
into 3- inch nets)

Fig 5: A man and wife fishing on the west shores ofLake Turkana

There are no gears for harvesting the small fishes such as Alestes minutus. Because of
the distance between Lake Turkana and major markets in Kenya, most boats used in
this fishery are made on the shores of the lake rather than being transported from
elsewhere.
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A traditional log-raft consist of about 4-5 logs strongly bound together by a rope (fig
6). The length is usually about 1-1.5m, sufficient to rest a net with its floats before
setting, and also a container for putting in the fish. These crafts have limited capacity,
but have been used traditionally by the fishers over the ages, and are stable enough to
navigate even the coarse waves generated by the typical diurnal wind gushes of Lake
Turkana.
Majority of the full-time fishers in Lake Turkana use wooden boats (fig 7). A typical
Lake Turkana boat is about 18-24 ft, and is navigated by a crew of seven, with three
on each side and one steering. The boats use sails tot ake a dvantage of t he strong
winds, but this also means that the direction of the winds determine periods of fishing
in particular areas. Typically, most crew in the boats are employees of boast owners,
who provide food (and often tobacco) for them during a 1-2 week fishing expedition.
The boat owners are usually dry fish traders located in major towns such as Kalokol
and Loiyangalani. The bait for the hooks used in fishing species such as Nile perch,
catfish, tiger fish and Bagrus spp is usually small fish obtained by using small size
fishing nets. Several carpenters located on the shores of the lake at major fishing
centers undertake boat repairs and boat building (fig 8). There are several skilled
persons offering these services, but much more training is required in this aspect, as
the average life time of a wooden boat in the salty waters of Lake Turkana is 2-3 years
(before major repairs).

Fig 6: A boy sits on top ofa traditional raft-boat on the shores ofLake Turkana
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Fig 7: Traditional wooden fishing boats near Kalokol in lake Turkana

There are a few fiberglass boats in Lake Turkana, but these are expensive to construct.
A typical 24 ft fiberglass boat costs about 300,000ksh to build, against about 60,
OOOksh required for a similar wooden boat. Given that fiberglass boats last about 15
years, they are better value for money compared with the wooden ones. The high
purchase costs can be overcome through provision of affordable credit to full-time
fishers. Majority of boats are made from pine weed, mainly because it is easily
available and cheaper than cypress and grevirea, which though preferred, are more
expensive. There are a few collector boats in the lake, with about three operating in
the central lake section.

Fig 8: Boat building on the shores oflake Turkana
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A typical fishing expedition, especially from a central location such as Kalokol, takes
the fishers to lagoons in rich fishing grounds around the central island, a nd on the
eastern shores. Fish harvested in these expeditions is almost wholly dried on the
eastern shores (which are less dusty than the western shores), a process that usually
takes a bout 3 -4 days. To accumulate enough dried fish stock, a fishing expedition
usually lasts about 2 weeks. The main problem of this land-based activity is the
frequent attacks by neighboring tribes, often targeting the food supplies that the
fishers carry along in their boats.
There are no lake wide socioeconomic studies tor Lake Turkana, but unlike other
major fishing areas in the region, there appears to be far less socioeconomic problems
of the fishers brought about by high sexual promiscuity. This may be partly because
majority of beach seine fishing is done by families (husband, wife, and children or
close relatives). It is also very commonplace to see women participating in fishing,
casting or pulling nets along the shores, unlike in other regional lakes. Fishers feel
obliged to spend money buying goats, and entrusting their care to close family
members in far away manyattas in the Turkana region. Since goats are a symbol of
wealth among the Turkana (also used as bridal price), re investment of fish income
back to fishing comes second to this community.

5.0: Lake Turkana Infrastructure
Infrastructure to and around Lake Turkana has always been considered a major
limitation to potential investments. This is particularly so if an investor is not locally
based, but travels to the lake from major towns in Kenya. Lake Turkana is about
750km from Nairobi, and 430 km from Eldoret. This long distance, alongside often
poor condition of sections of the road, and the unavailability of voice communication
combine to make investment around this lake a challenge. Other factors include lack
of electricity, potable water and ice or cold storage infrastructure. Some of the
infrastructure aspects are described below:
5.1: Road, electricity and telephony infrastructure
The road and other infrastructure to lake Turkana are as follows:

•

Kainuk: the road in this section is all weather, with a few potholes. The
distance from Eldoret to Kainuk is about 200km, and takes about 3-4 hours
drive. Kainuk is also an important stop en route, because there is no other
major town along the way until Lodwar. Although mainly the Turkana
inhabits this town, it is a border post between the Pokots and Turkana, and is
frequently experiences serious cattle rustling clashes between the two
communities. There is a police post here, which may provide police escort
services to public and private vehicles.

•

Kainuk-Kalemng'orok: This section of the road is semi-tarmacked (sections of
the tarmac have peeled oft) and there are several laggards (river depressions).
The soil here is loose and vehicles easily get bogged down in mud in some of
the sections. Even though there are several road repairs underway, this section
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is currently difficult to drive through during rainy season, and vehicles have
been known to get stuck for days here.

Fig 9: Section of Kainuk-Kalemng 'orok road through a dry river-bed. Vehicles can
easily get stuck in these sections during rain

•

Kalemng'orok- Lodwar: The road in this section is also semi tarmacked, and
except for several pot holes and lugards, is fair enough for driving through. It
takes about 4 hours to drive from Kainuk to Lodwar.

Fig 10: Section of Kainuk-Lodwar Road: The road condition is fair, except for
periodic pot- holes
•

Lodwar: Lodwar is located in a hot arid northwestern Kenya region,
corresponding to about halfway along the western length of Lake Turkana.
The town has landline and mobile phone services, and hosts most of the local
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and expatriate workers operating in this region, in addition to Government
workers. The water supply to this town is from wells from the nearby Lodwar
river, which is quite soft and potable. Electricity here is generated from a
diesel generator located on the outskirts of the town. This water may be
enough for domestic use in the town, but additional supply would need to be
developed for heavy industrial use as is the case in a fish processing factory.
Even though it is sufficient for domestic use (and payments rates are just like
for the rest of the country because its under Kenya Power and Lighting
Company), it is insufficient for industrial use. The little amounts of ice
produced in Lodwar is mainly used for cooling drinks, and is normally made
by domestic-scale equipments. Lodwar is the main town of the region, and any
heavy investments around Lake Turkana would have to depend on it for fuel
and food supplies.
•

Kalokol: This is the main fishing town around Lake Turkana, and is located 55
km east of Lodwar. It is located on the shores of Ferguson gulf, and the
distance from Kalokol to the waterfront varies between 2-5km depending on
whether the gulf is full or dry. It is a small town compared with Lodwar, but is
an important fishers town. Most fish traders on the western part of the lake
reside h ere, a nd is the main exit point for Lake Turkana fish tom arkets in
Kenya. It lacks electricity, reliable potable water supply, and is currently not
served with any nationallandline or mobile phone connectivity.

Road infrastructure around Lake Turkana
Generally the western part of Lake Turkana has more manageable roads than the
eastern part. The road from Todonyang to Kerio is not all weather, but is passable for
most part of the year (except during heavy rains). It is also fairly close to the
lakeshores for most of its length. The eastern shores have a more rugged terrain, and
road connections between llleret, Alia bay, Moite, Elmolo bay and Loiyangalani are
in poor condition, and have to meander deep inland to avoid the sharp mountainous
ranges along the shores. It is easier to access Kisumu from Illeret via Marsabit,
because there are no direct road connections through Loiyangalani. Clearly, these
'fish roads' around the lake need to be developed, if the cost of doing fish business in
Lake Turkana is to be brought down to realistic levels. Another mode of transport
along the lake is through the lake itself. This is possible, but requires strong and large
boats capable of withstanding the typical Lake Turkana wind gushes, which have been
known to crash and sink boats. The Government of Kenya has indicated that the road
from Kitale to L odwar will be re,..constructed under the current term of the present
parliament as part of the 'northern corridor road' linking Kenya to Southern Sudan.
There is however a need to improve the current road networks around lake if
substantial commercial fishery around the lake is to be revived.

5.2:

Landing sites and fish processing facilities

There is one fish landing banda about a kilometer from the shores of the lake at
Kalokol (fig 12) This banda was built during a time when the Ferguson's Gulf was
full, and the shoreline was immediately next to it. Apart from this, there are no
landing site bandas around the lake. In fact there are no official landing sites, and fish
is landed all along the lake. There are some landings concentrations in certain regions
where fishers and traders meet, which are considered as fish marketing sites. At these
sites, fishermen usually tether large fishes such as Nile perch to anchors near the
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shores to keep them alive awaiting buyers, sometimes even overnight (fig 11). This is
an innovative invention, which helps preserve fish live therefore fresh, considering
that there is no ice infrastructure around the lake. This practice is aided by the absence
of petty thieves among fishers in several parts of the lake, which is unusual
considering the situation in most other lakes.

Fig 11: Live Nile perch
is tethered by a string in
the water along the
shores of lake Turkana.
This is a common way of
keeping large fish fresh
awaiting buyers.

Fig 12: Inside afish landing banda at Kalokol beach, lake Turkana
Fish along the lakeshores is usually landed on bare ground (see fig 13). Even though it
is usually cleaned before sale, the gills entrap substantial dirt, and this compromises
the keeping and eating quality of the fish. Gutting, and some filleting is also carried
out on the shores of the lake, usually on wooden rafts. Given the high ambient
temperatures, the lack of ice and the poor handling practices, fish is sold fresh only on
the day of catch, after which it is either dried or discarded due to spoilage.
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There are no centralized fish markets either at Kalokol or at Lodwar. Fresh fish
traders who sell to several hotels in Lodwar or Lokichoggio usually have to arrange to
collect the fish from landing site at Kalokol and transport it to their retailing centers.
Fresh fish marketing around Loiyangalani is restricted to local populations, even
though there are current effors to assist the fishers here to transport their fresh catch to
markets in Nairobi. As a result of this poor market linkages between production and
marketing sites, fish is usually cheap (less than 30ksh or 0.5$) at landing sites, but
fairly expensive at nearby towns such as Lodwar (about 70ksh per kg or 1$).
There are no active processing factories around Lake Turkana. A joint funding from
Kenya and Norway (NORAD) constructed the one fish-processing factory, which is
owned by the Lake Turkana Fisheries Cooperative Society (LTFCS), in 1980. This
factory, which is not operational currently, used to process frozen and chilled fish and
fish fillets for domestic and regional markets. It has an installed capacity (space) of
about 40 MT fish per day, but all essential moveable equipment, including processing
tables and plumbing have been vandalized. The superstructure of the factory is
however still intact, including some heavy duty cooling units of cold rooms and the
factory's heavy duty electricity generator. These equipments, including the factory's
truck, would require substantial capital to restore them to working condition. This
factory is said to have closed down as a result of lack of sufficient fish supply, and
lack of sufficient potable water. The LTFCS factory may have been constructed for
capacities beyond what the Kalokol area was able to supply, but it is definitely an
asset that could still be used profitably for activities such as centralized fish
processing centre for several traders or a processing centre for supplies such as ice for
use around the lake.

Fig 13: (aJ Freshfish landed on the ground. (bJ Freshfish after washing being traded.
Both photos are from along Kalokol Beach lake Turkana

Near the lakeshore, there is also a fish storage house that had been constructed by a
fish processing company for use as a cold store (using ice) for purchased raw material
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during the boom production in 1996-98 when the gulf had flooded. This facility is
also currently unused because of lack of sufficient supplies. A pond aquaculture farm
that had been constructed by the Department of Fisheries near K alokol also is not
functional. The ponds are said to have developed excessive salinities due to the high
evaporation rates in the region, leading to dwarfed development of the aquaculture
tilapias. This farm has also been vandalized, with most moveable equipment and
plumbing being taken away. The farm is now used by area Kenya Wildlife Services
area warden for both accommodation and logistics control. There is also a disused
jetty (now completely away from water) in the gulf region that is made of steel and
lined with wood. This jetty was constructed during the period when the gulf was
flooded but after the water receded, the wooden planks were also vandalized.
It is evident that, at least for the Ferguson gulf, there was a time in the 1980's during
when substantial public investment was made for some 0 fits infrastructure. These
investments were well intentioned, especially considering the high fish production of
the gulf at the time, but they failed to acknowledge the seasonality of the gulf fishery.
Given the fluctuations of Lake Turkana water level, a floating jetty which is moveable
would have been more appropriate than a fixed one, and a much smaller fish handling
and preservation factory, with better linkages to major processing or marketing
centers would have been more appropriate. There is a need to develop strong public
private partnership on the present and future infrastructure, with well-defined
ownership and responsibility terms, to avoid the vandalization and disuse that has
been witnessed in the past.

6.0: Value Addition and Fish Marketing
6.1:

Fresh fish handling and processing

Unlike around other fishery centers in the region, only a small proportion (perhaps
less than 5% of total landings) is traded fresh. The bulk of fish here is dried, fried,
smoked, or salted. A number of factors contribute to this situation. These include:
•

Lack of a strong fish eating culture among the riparian communities. Majority
of the people in this region prefer goat meat to fish, and the few cosmopolitan
towns in this region such as Lodwar, Loiyangalani and Lokichoggio are far
apart and not heavily populated.

•

Lack of ice infrastructure, and hot ambient temperatures. At an average daily
ambient temperature of 33°C, fish that is not on ice would spoil by the end of
the fist day after capture. It seems logical that fishers, in order to avoid a
catastrophe 0 f losing nearly all their catch not s old on t he first day to post
harvest spoilage, have turned to preservation techniques such as drying.

•

Long distances between capture sites and market centres. It takes about two
days to travel from Moite on the east side of the lake to Kalokol. Given the
lack of ice, a fisher would lose his fresh catch well before arriving at market
sites.
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Currently, fresh fish traders comprise of the following:
•

Restaurant owners from Kalokol, Lodwar, Loiyangalani and other small
surrounding towns

•

Institutions at Lokichoggio refugee sites

•

Individual buyers and other small-scale traders.

These traders usually purchase their catch from landing sites, and often bring along
some ice for preservation after purchase. The buyers are usually very selective
(because of the high supply situation at the landing sites), and mainly prefer tilapia
and Nile perch. The average Kalokol (main fish trading centre) landing site price for
fresh fish is about 30 -40ksh/kg. The fish is sold whole, washed in the lake water,
except for Nile perch where fishers insist on removing the air bladder (maws) for
trading separately. Some traders, especially those from Lokichoggio sometimes fillet
their fish by the lakeside or at Lodwar, before icing and transporting.
In the past (1996-97), some large scale processors used to purchase fresh Nile perch
and tilapia from Lake Turkana (at Kalokol), and transport it iced in insulated
containers for processing in Nairobi or Kisumu. One of the processors constructed an
insulated collection facility at Kalokol for interim storage before transportation. This
trade was made possible by the high volume of landings from the then full
Fergusson's gulf. These traders were willing to invest in increasing fishing effort
(through purchase of outboard engines) to increase supply once the gulf dried up, but
were discouraged by concerns a bout fish hygiene standards and the lack of quality
control and monitoring procedures which are necessary if the fish would be exported
to destinations such as the ED.

6.2:

Drying ofFish around Lake Turkana

The vast proportion (estimated at about 80%) of all fish traded from Lake Turkana is
in sun-dried form. Sun drying is preffered because:
•

It is cheap (does not need external fuel),

•

Efficient (fish is usually dry in 2-3 days in the hot (above 33°C) Northern
Kenya sun) and
Requires little investment (fish is dried on mats placed on the ground or on
rocks by the lakeside).

•

Significant post harvest
losses

I
Fresh Fish

I Drioo fish

I

Smoked fish
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Fig. 14: Lake Turkana Fish Flow. Thickness of arrows indicate relative volumes in
the pathway indicated

Characteristically, Lake Turkana fish, especially tilapia and Nile perch contains much
less fat when compared to fish from lake Victoria. This makes the fish in fresh fonn
less tasty, because fats improve the taste of food by enhancing flavor compounds. In
its dried fonn however, Lake Turkana fish keeps better and has less off flavors than
oily fish, since it lacks the excessive oils that favor rapid development of rancid (off)
flavors. Local communities however prefer dried oily fishes such as catfish, because
they are tastier.
During drying, tilapia is split longitudinally into a flat sheet (two halves are not
detached from each other, fig 13) after gutting and cleaning in lake water. This is also
perfonned on other fishes of similar sizes (0.3 - 1.5kg) such as tigerfish and juvenile
sizes of larger fishes such as Nile perch. The opened fishes are then spread on mats or
rocks on the ground to dry. The fish is turned over periodically to ensure even drying
on both sides. Drying is usually complete (indicated by a near-brittle texture) in 2-3
days. The dried fish is then bound in bundles and transported mainly in reed baskets
to marketing centers.
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Fig 15: Dried Tilapiafrom Lake Turkana, Kenya

A major problem during drying, especially on the western shores of the lake is dust.
The strong Lake Turkana winds blow up fine dust into the air, which settles on
surfaces, and the thick dust layers formed can render dried fish inedible. Dust in this
region is a problem, even to office equipments and restaurants, and its prevention
would have to be a principle consideration in any efforts to construct a fish-processing
factory on the western shores. Fishers are therefore forced to undertake most drying
activities in the islands or on the eastern shores, which are sheltered from strong
winds by steep escarpments. This necessitates long stays during fishing expeditions,
in order to dry the fish a nd accumulate enough stock. These land based operations
expose the fishers to attacks by neighboring communities, and this insecurity limits
fish drying activities around the lake.
Large fish, such as Nile perch, is prepared for drying in two ways:
•

Around the northern and central parts of the lake, Nile perch (or similar sized
fish) is filleted (after gutting) to remove skeleton and head. The fillets (skin
on) are then cut into a thin (about 3cm thick) flat continuous piece. This fillet
sheet, which is known as matandazo (Fig 14), is then spread on a mat or hang
on w ire lines (akin to cloth drying 0 n lines) to dry. Drying takes 2-3 days,
depending on the thickness of the cut sheets.

•

Around Loiyangalani on the southern part of the lake, Nile perch is filleted as
described above, but instead of preparing matandazo, the fillet is cut into thin
rope-like strips, which are referred to as kamba-kamba. The strips are then
hang on lines to dry, a process that takes about 2-3 days.
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For both matandazo and kamba-kamba, care is taken not to cut thick sizes for drying,
as this delays dying time and causes the dried fish to have a bitter taste. This is
because of breakdown of proteins before the flesh dries up, into short-chain peptides,
which have a bitter taste, by microbial or inherent enzymes, a process similar to
maturation of cheese. A major quality problem of sun-dried fish from this region is
dust, which may adhere to the wet flesh surface during drying. This dust sticks firmly
to the flesh, and may be impossible to remove after drying, even with washing.

Fig 16: Dried Nile perch (matandazo) from lake Turkana, Kenya

6.3:

Deep-frying of fish

Deep-frying is second in importance to sun drying, in terms of volumes of fish
handled. It is mainly carried out for tilapia, even though smaller quantities of similar
sized fish and chunks of larger fish are also processed this way.
The fish is gutted and de-scaled, then split longitudinally into a flat sheet. The fish is
then fried in hot oil until it acquires a crisp-brittle texture. Drying desiccates the fish,
therefore lowering the moisture content of the final product. This, combined with the
semi-sterilization of the strong cooking effect ofthe hot oil produces a relatively shelf
stable product. Frying also imparts a desirable flavor to fish, even though from a
nutritional view it is disadvantageous in that the hot frying oil replaces to a great
extend the health enhancing natural oils found only in fish, such as PUFAs, EPA and
DHA. Frying fish is costly, and energy intensive. The frying oil used is usually
purchased from major towns such as Kisumu and transported by road to towns such as
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Kalokol and Loiyangalani. Frying takes place at market centers where the firewood
required is easily available.
6.4:

Fish Smoking

Small amounts of fish from lake Turkana are processed by smoking. This practice is
rare because the wood required is not easily available in the arid northern part of
Kenya. It is usually practiced along specific sections of the lake where there is more
vegetation and significant fish landings. Fish for smoking is prepared in the same way
as for sun drying, and smoking is usually carried out in mud kilns over a period of one
or two days.
6.5: Fish Salting

This processing is currently hardly practiced, but used to be common during the
period when the gulf was full. Fish (usually small sized tilapia, harvested with nets as
small as 6mm mesh) is gutted, split longitudinally and dry salted. The flat pieces are
then layered in stacks interspersed with salt, and tied into bundles. The salt penetrates
deep into the fish, producing a product that is shelf-stable for weeks without
refrigeration. This product used to be exported to DR Congo, but is now discouraged
because of the destructive fishing nets used for raw material procurement.

7.0: Marketing Channels:
To ETHIOPIA
(mainly to export
factory)

Omo Delta

Ilaret ______
---....

Ftoute hardly used
because of insecurity

To Kisumu Via
Marsabit

,.
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o
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North
lsI.

oobi Fora
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Fig. 17: Fish Marketing Channels around Lake Turkana, Kenya.

Fish from Lake Turkana is marketed to several destinations:

•

Local market centers in northern Kenya, such as Kalokol, Lodwar,
Lokichoggio: these take a small proportion of the lakes fish, in about 50:50%
proportion of fresh to dried fish.

•

Ethiopia: Nearly all fish harvested in the delta region and parts north of
Todenyang is marketed in Ethiopia. The fishers here use more efficient
equipment such as outboard motors and collector boats, and catch large fish
swimming upstream to spawn. Some of this fish is consumed locally in this
part of Ethiopia, while a significant portion is eventually marketed through the
Fisheries Products marketing Enterprise (FPME), an Ethiopian fish marketing
parastatal. Currently, the main buyer of Nile perch, tilapia and other large fish
from this region is the newly opened fish factory around lake Chamo which
processes fish for export to the ED and other destinations.
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•

Kisumu, B usia, M alava: This region is the main destination for dried Lake
Turkana fish. Dried fish is brought here from centers such as Loiyangalani and
Kalokol, and is then retailed to local populations here, who have a strong fish
eating culture but may not be able to afford fresh fish from lake Victoria
region.

•

Kitale and Nairobi: Kitale is the main destination for fried Lake Turkana fish,
which is either retailed in the town or sold to neighboring markets. Nairobi
also receives small quantities of both dried and fried Lake Turkana fish.
Centers such as city market in Nairobi frequently stock significant volumes of
dried fish such as kamba-kamba from Loiyangalani.
There are four major exit points for Lake Turkana fish (fig 15). These include:

•

7.1:

•

The border markets north of Todenyang: Fish from here is transported
to Ethiopia

•

Haret on the North Eastern part of the lake: Fish from here
transported to Kisumu and Nairobi via Marsabit

•

Kalokol, the main fish trading centre 0 n the 1ake. Fish from here is
transported to mainly to Kisumu, Busia, Malava and Kitale.

•

Loiyangalani: Fish from here is transported to Kisumu, Nairobi and
other towns via Mararal.

IS

Fish Marketing: the practice and value chain analysis

Dried fish around Lake Turkana is marketed through the following chain (fig. 16):

Trader 1:
Fisher Drying fish
along the lake

Trader 2:
Dry fish buyer at a
lakeside town

Fish is dried to about 10% moisture content (60% weight
loss). The dried fish is sold for 10 ksh per piece (Kalokol)
(about 200g). It is transported to local shopping centers by
boat (across the lake), and by handcarts

Local dry fish buyers buy fish in pieces, and bulk then into
bales of200kg (about 1,000 pieces). This is transported by
truck (lOMT, 50,000ksh per trip, Kalokol) to markets such
as Kisumu.
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Trader 3:
Dry fish buyer at Busia

Dry fish buyers at Kisumu pay about 20 ksh per piece
(200g). They then sell it to retailers in the same or nearby
markets

Trader 4:
Dry Fish Retailer at
Busia

Fish retailers buy dry fish at about 30 ksh per piece (200g).
They then sell to consumers in the same markets or
neighboring ones

CONSUMER

Consumers usually pay about 35-40 ksh per piece (200g) of
dried fish

Fig.18: Lake Turkana Driedfish marketing Chain

7.1.1: Value Analysis
Considering that there are 3,000 fishers around the lake landing about 4,000MT
annually, each fisher lands an average of 5.3kg fish per day (assuming an average of
250 days of fishing per year. If the fisher were to sell his catch fresh, at ksh 40 per
kilo (table 4), this would translate to about 10,256 ksh per month. The reality is that
this catch is almost entirely sold dry, and therefore the average earning per fisher is
2,564, before making deductions for boat and nets hire, and transport. A fisher's
earnings are therefore well below the dollar-a-day income benchmark, and therefore
this trade perpetually traps them into poverty!
Table 4: Fish Value analysis-jisher

Average price ofO.5kg fish (eg tilapia)
when fresh
Average price of the same price after
drying (now 0.2kg)
Other costs:

Value gain! Loss

Price (ksh)
40

10
Transportation, Labor
and time spend drying
(opportunity cost)
Loss ofKsh 30 per
0.5kg (75% value loss)
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Value Analysis - Fish trader
The dried fish traders around Lake Turkana have to make-do with high transportation
costs (about 50,000ksh per truck trip carrying 10 MT from Ka10ko1). Because they
cannot greatly affect the market price in Kisumu (because of competition from fish
from other sources), they compensate for the high transport costs by varying the
buying price, like in any trade (table 5). This is a capital-intensive trade, and only
middle-income traders able to raise funds at least to purchase a bale of dried fish are
able to participate. Due to the current low supply, dried fish is transported to the
market once weekly.
These traders provide an essentia1link to the market for Lake Turkana fish. Given the
collapse of fresh fish marketing around the lake, it is probable that without this trade
Lake Turkana fishing would almost cease.
Table.5: Value analysis-fish trader
I
Kalokol

Loiyangalani

Price per dried fish piece

10 ksh

5 ksh

Transport to Kisumu per
Piece of dried fish

I ksh (paid as 1,000ksh per 5 ksh (paid as 5,000ksh per
200kg bale, 1,000 pieces)
200kg bale, 1,000 ksh)

Other costs

County council cess (0.2
ksh per piece, paid as 200
ksh per bale), storage
costs, and town transport
costs, about 0.3 ksh per
piece

County council cess (0.2
ksh per piece, paid as 200
ksh per bale), storage
costs, and town transport
costs, about 0.3 ksh per
piece

Selling price per piece of
dried fish, at Kisumu
Value gain/loss (assuming
30% of miscellaneous
costs)

20ksh

20ksh

7 ksh per piece, or
7,000ksh per bale (70%
value gain)

7 ksh per piece, or
7,000ksh per bale (70%
value gain)

7.2:

By Products processing and marketing

The main by-product marketed from Lake Turkana fish is Nile perch maws (air
bladders). These are removed from the fish immediately after catch, and dried in the
sun (fig 19). Nile perch maws are not cut either into pieces or spread into thin sheets
but are dried whole. A typical 60-70 kg Nile perch produces a maw of about 6kg,
which once dried would be about 2.4 kg. One kg of dried fish maws is purchased at
2,500kg, which is then sold to fish exporting firms in Kisumu and Uganda at about
3,000ksh. Given the lucrative price offish maws in the market, the price of the edible
portion of Nile perch sometimes is less than that of the maws. Fishers therefore often
target this fish mainly for the maws. Dried fish maws are exported to the Far East,
mainly china, where they are consumed in traditional foods usually associated with
health or aphrodisiac properties.
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Other fish by-products such as skeletons are usually not traded, and are mainly left by
the lakeside to decompose after filleting (as is evidenced by numerous scattered fish
bones on the shores. Skins are usually not removed during filleting or drying;
therefore they form an integral part of dried fish.

Fig. 19: Dried Nile perch maws (air bladders) ready for sale
By-product industry based on fish skins such as Nile perch and similar size fish is
theoretically possible. It is also possible to develop a fishmeal factory based on by
products such as fish skeletons and offals. Given the current low levels of landings
(4,OOOMT all fishes), the logistics of accumulating sufficient quantities to lower
transaction costs and therefore make the trade profitable are prohibitive.

7.3:

Role of women in Lake Turkana fish trade

Women around Lake Turkana are integrated into several aspects of the fishery.
Artisanal fishing is often carried out by family units (father, mother and children),
unlike in other fisheries in the country. Women are however not involved in
commercial fishing expeditions. Women form almost entirely all commercial fish
fryers (mama karanga) in towns such as Kalokol and Loiyangalani. There are several
well-established dried and fried fish women traders around the lake, who transport
their goods alongside other traders to markets in towns like Kitale and Kisumu.
Women also form the majority offish smokers and salters.
Given the central role that women play in socioeconomic livelihood of families
generally, there is need to build up the capacity of women to carry out these
processing procedures more efficiently, and also strengthen their trading practices.
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8.0: Quality control of fishery products around Lake Turkana
Fish is one of the most perishable foodstuffs, when compared with other animal
products like meat. At ambient temperatures of above 30°C, as is the case around
Lake Turkana, fish easily spoils within a day after death. Lake Turkana fishery
therefore faces several quality control challenges which include:

8.1:

High levels of post harvest losses

It is a best practice procedure across the world to place fish on melting ice

immediately after catch. This lowers the temperature of the fish below that which
would enable microbial proliferation, hence slowing down the spoilage process. Lake
Turkana region lacks electricity, which is essential for manufacture of ice. Where it is
available, Iike at L odwar town, it is limited ins upply and expensive, because it is
produced from diesel generation. Potable water, which is also a pre-requisite for ice
processing, is also lacking around the shores of the lake.
Another major contributor to the high post harvest losses (estimated at above 30% of
total catch) is the unsanitary handling and processing conditions. Hygienic handling
needs to be practiced from the boat or net, through processing facilities, to the table
(consumption).

8.2: Dust
The presence of fine soil particles in the winds around Lake Turkana greatly
compromises the quality of fish being processed and handled in this region. Artisanal
fishers undertaking drying of fish are greatly inconvenienced, to the extend that they
often have to migrate to the less dusty eastern shores to conduct their operations. A
fish processing company situated in this region would also have to undertake
expensive insulation and air conditioning of factory floors to avoid this problem, if it
is to operate within internationally acceptable standards.
8.3: The fish parasite issue
There have been reports in the recent past that Lake Turkana fish, especially Nile
perch, is infested with endoparasites. Research expeditions of 1970s and 1980s
however did not report such parasites, and therefore no scientific research has been
conducted on the issue. Observations around the lake, include those conducted during
this study reveal that there are two types of parasites that have been noticed in larger
sized Nile perch and tilapia: These include:

•

An exoparasite, or fish lice, which clings mainly on the belly side of mature
tilapia or Nile perch (fig. 18). This parasite, which is yet to be characterized,
adheres loosely on the skin of fish, and easily comes off on scrubbing. There
were visible wounds observed at the points onto which the parasite was
attached to the fish. Fishers reported knowledge of the existence of this
parasite, but they considered it as a minimal problem as it was easy to remove,
and has no known health effects to consumers.
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Fig 20: Fish lice (exoparasites,
indicated by arrows), on the belly-side
ofNile perch

Endoparasites:
Cylindrical parasites have been observed embedded especially in muscular tissue
around the anal fin on the belly side of mature Nile perch. Although this is the most
frequently reported (by fishers around the lake) position for the parasite, it has also
been observed in muscular tissue next to the dorsal fin. During this study, several
attempts were made to isolate the parasite from muscles of freshly caught Nile perch,
most of which were unsuccessful. According to traditional knowledge of fishers
around the lake, this parasite is found in mainly mature fish (Nile perch more than
40kg, and tilapia greater than lkg) in all parts of the lake, with no specific
concentration in one region. Not all mature fish have the parasite though, as the
observations revealed. Fishers reported that the parasite is mainly observed in
emancipated mature fish (as indicated by slim body shape), which is rare, according to
them. They also reported that no efforts are made to isolate and remove the parasite
prior to drying of fish, as no negative health effects have been observed with
consumption of infested fish. The parasite is also easily visible during candling of fish
fillet, a routine analysis conducted in export-fish processing firms.

Clearly, in-depth research needs to be conducted in and around the lake to ascertain
the propagation mechanisms and effects of this parasite. It is necessary to study the
parasite with a view to characterizing it, and devising ways of controlling it. Fish
parasites, such as the herring worm, have been reported frequently in various water
bodies, including open seas. The presence ofparasites does not per-se render fish unfit
for consumption, and there are cases where, depending on methods of processing
(such as canning in the case of herring worm), a the presence of a parasite may be
tolerated in fish for human consumption. The standard industry procedure on parasites
is frequent candling (shining bight light through) fish fillets, and physical isolation
and removal of parasites once detected. This is one of the mandatory quality control
procedures for export fish from lake Victoria. It is important to note however, that fish
from Lake Turkana has been reported to be exported through the newly built export
fish factory in Ethiopia. Given the rigorous quality control checks that this fish must
be undergoing both in Ethiopia and upon entry to the ED, it is logical to expect that
candling of Lake Turkana fish may be effective in detection and control of this
parasite in Nile perch fillets.
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Fig. 21: (a) parasites isolated from muscular tissue of Nile perch. (b) Parasite cysts
embedded in the muscular tissue (indicated) next to the anal fin. Next to the cysts is
one ofthe isolated parasites.

8.4:

Quality Control as a Marketing Tool

Fish, just like other foods, is expected to meet certain set of minimum quality criterion
in order to be marketable to a wide spectrum of customers. These include:
•

Wholesomeness: fishery products meant for human consumption should be
free form any presence of physical, chemical or microbiological substances,
which could be injurious to the health of consumers.

•

Uniformity: processed fishery products should be of a defined replicable
characteristic. This assists consumers to associate certain products to certain
characteristics, thereby assisting them in decision-making process.

•

Defined handling and processing: The safety and quality of processed fishery
products, just like in other foods, is ensured by a strict adherence to a
minimum set of procedures designed to minimize risk. This is the essence of
HACCP (hazard analysis critical control procedures), a quality control
measure now mandatory in Qsh processing firms targeting export destinations
such as the EU or USA.

Around Lake Turkana, there are no established handling and processing procedures
for fish. There are no defined fish handling a nd preservation procedures, and dried
fish from several traders may have batches with quite different moisture contents and
other parameters. Due to lack of defined processing procedures, traders are left to
their own intuition in grading different qualities. Given the health risks associated
with perishable foods such as fish, there is the possibility that indiscriminate
consumers could be put at risk. It has been reported that fish traders often spray dried
fish ins torage with insecticides to control pests that a ttack them ins torage during
bulking before transportation, thereby contaminating them with chemicals.

Clearly, there is an urgent need to develop and enforce quality control procedures for
the handling and processing of Lake Turkana fish. This is necessary if this product is
to be marketed more widely than is the case now, which could improve its current
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price. The Department of fisheries is mandated by law (though the Fisheries Act) to
enforce quality control standards in fishery products across the country. This has been
successfully enforced in all export oriented processing firms, which has in tum
enabled Kenya to be harmonized with the EU on fish quality standards, and hence
opened this market to the country's products. These standards have not been enforced
in the domestic fish market sector, especially among artisanal processors and traders,
arguably because they are expensive to meet, and may end up being a technical barrier
to trade. There is therefore a need to develop standards aimed at local processors and
traders, which are affordable, but do not compromise on the safety of fishery products.

9.0: Institutions around the lake
There are several Government and non-governmental organizations working in the
Lake Turkana region.

9.1: Government Institutions
The government institutions include the following:
•

Department of Fisheries (DoF): This is the Government department mandated
with the management of Lake Turkana fisheries. They are responsible for
licensing fishers and fish traders, controlling net sizes, and restricting access to
stocks in delicate ecosystems such as breeding grounds. The DoF has a station
at Kalokol, which is headed by senior fisheries officer, assisted by two other
officers. The Department lacks physical presence in most parts of the lake, and
this limits their ability to collect data or enforce regulations. Given the central
role that DoF would have to play in any efforts of developing Lake Turkana
fisheries, it is important that the capacity of Kalokol station be improved
through staff increase, training and provision of facilities and equipment
(including vehicles). It is not expected that the Department would have a
physical presence at all important centers around the lake, given the large
numbers of staff who would be required for this, and the huge task of
coordinating them. It would be advisable therefore that a Beach Management
Unit (BMU) system similar to that being developed for lake Victoria be
considered. Such a BMU system would have the dual advantage 0 f cutting
management costs and improving resource ownership by local communities.

•

Kenya Marine Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI): This is the Government
parastatatal responsible for aquatic and fisheries research in Kenya. KMFRI
has a field station at Kalokol, housed within the Department of Fisheries
station. It is headed by a fisheries biologist, and has also a fisheries chemist
and a technician. KMFRI was instrumental in the past research expeditions in
Lake Turkana described earlier. At the moment, KMFRI is carrying out
minimal research activities around the lake, despite the urgency for research in
this lake. This has mainly been due to lack of funds to carry out research, and
the limited number of staff on the ground. Clearly, research on aspects such as
aquatic ecology, biology (such as the parasite issue), and product development
will form a central part of development of Lake Turkana fishery. It is
necessary that artisanal fishers and processors around the lake are assisted
through research to preserve their catch better, and produce good quality
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processed products if the post harvest and value loss currently being
experienced is to be checked.
•

Kenya Wildlife Services (KWS): This institution is responsible for managing
the marine parks in Lake Turkana. The whole of Lake Turkana is an
outstanding laboratory for the study of plant and animal communities. There
are three National Parks, which serve as a stopover for migrant waterfowl and
are major breeding grounds for the Nile crocodile, hippopotamus and a variety
of venomous snakes. The Koobi Fora deposits, rich in mammalian, molluscan
and other fossil remains, have contributed more to the understanding of paleo
environments than any other site on the continent. KWS restricts fishing
access to these national parks, and controls entry for non-extractive purposes
such as tourism. Given the huge parts of the lake that are considered as marine
national parks, this institution plays a great role in controlling fishing activities
around the lake.

•

Kerio Valley Development Authority (KVDA): This Authority is part of the
Governments network of regional development authorities, such as Tana and
Athi River Development Authority (TARDA) and Coast Development
Authority (CDA). KVDA is responsible for the coordination of development
activities in the Lake Turkana basin. Currently, KVDA does not have either a
site office or projects related to Lake Turkana fisheries. Given its wide ranging
mandate on development, this institution could playa significant role in Lake
Turkana fisheries development, especially activities requiring public-private
partnership and financing. Such activities could include fishing and processing,
maintenance of essential infrastructure such as roads and ice and marketing.

•

Local County Councils: These local government authorities collect cess from
fishers, artisanal processors and traders at the rate of one Ksh per kilo of goods
traded. Currently, these local authorities provide no services to the fisheries
sector, such as sanitary facilities, fish landing bandas or fish roads. It is
important that fisher communities and local authorities agree on 'plough-back
mechanisms' for the revenue these local authorities collect.

9.2:

International Organizations and NGOs

There are several national and international organizations which are either currently
operating or have operated around Lake Turkana in the past these include the
following:
•

SNV: This Netehrlands Development Organization is involved in several
activities around lake Turkana. Therse include support to Alternative
Livelihood initiatives such as beekeeping, capacity building of community
based organizations dealing with natural resources management, activities
aimed at conflict resolutions, and community income generating activities.
They are currently in the process of initiating development activities directly
relating to Lake Turkana fisheries.
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•

Italian Cooperation: This organization supports several development activities
in the east of the lake such as boat building and capacity building of fisher
communities.

•

NORAD: This Norwegian Aid organization is responsible for the construction
of several infrastructure around the lake, including surfacing of Lowar Kalokol
road which extends to the lake front, the Lake Turkana Fishermen Cooperative
Society fish processing plant at Kalokol, jetty, and a boat. Even though this
organization ceased operations around the lake in late 1980's, it contributed a
lot to the current physical accessibility, and research on the lake.

•

Other organizations include: World Vision, CCF (Christian Children's Fund),
and Catholic Church, which are involved with capacity building among fishers
in the lake.

9.3:

Community Fishers Groups

The Lake Turkana Fishermen Cooperative Society was the main and vibrant fishers
organization in the lake in the 1980's. before 1984, the organization used to handle all
fish landed from the lake, and had about 250 employees mainly working at their
factory at Kalokol. After the Ferguson's Gulf dried up in 1985-86, the fishery almost
collapsed. There were massive staff layoffs with only a skeleton staff of 20 persons
being left. The few fishers left went back to operating in the open lake, and traditional
drying practices. There are current efforts to revive this cooperative, which currently
does not handle any fish or operations at the now dilapidated factory.
In 1994, individual traders started purchasing boats (previously all boats belonged to
the cooperative) and by 1995 there were about 8 private boats in the Kalokol region.
At the moment, most fishers and fish traders operate as individuals, but there is now
an emergence of small fisher and traders organizations in several parts. InK alokol
area, there is the Kalokol Fish traders association, which brings together traders
dealing mainly with dried and fried fish. This association plays an important role in
pooling together traders to fill a truckload of dried fish for transportation to the market.
Given the high cost of transportation of this cargo (50,000ksh from Kalokol), the
association helps them to collectively do what would be impossible to many
individually, and s till members maintain their trading independence. Members also
help each other with trade logistics, and also collectively they are able to bargain for
better trade terms in the market. This 'association concept' is increasingly becoming
more acceptable across the fishery sector than the previous 'cooperative concept,
where efforts of individual traders was greatly slowed town by the collective action
concept, which defines cooperatives.

10:

Way Forward for Lake Turkana: Development Options

Even when one considers the conservative production estimates of 15,000-30,000MT
fish annually from Lake Turkana, this is equivalent to 2.3 billion ksh per annum to the
local community w hen one assumes the 1 $/kg average 1anding price for fish. This
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translates to 45 million ksh being paid around the lake per day, or about an income of
62,000ksh per month for the 3,000 fishers around the lake. This calculation assumes
that all fish is sold fresh, not dried.

10.1: Development options on increasing production
Lake Turkana production is hampered by a fluctuating water level, that results in
drying or filling up of the Fergusson's gulf, low fishing effort in the open lake as a
result of the hostile wind patterns, and conflicts in various parts of the lake that limit
access to fishing grounds.
10.1.1: The Case/or a regionaljisheries organization/or Lake Turkana
The water level and aquatic ecology issues: The long term solution for maintaining
water levels in Lake Turkana at predictable levels is for the Kenya Government to
initiate a bilateral negotiation with Ethiopia with a vie to coming up with an
agreement on regulation of the lakes inflow. This is so because currently, there is no
treaty which would limit Ethiopia from extensively damming river Omo to the extend
that its inflow into Lake Turkana is reduced to a trickle. The lakes level would then
drastically fall, given that it loses about 2m water per annum. Such an agreement
would be a modification of the Nile treaty regulating the use of the Nile River, and
could be managed like the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization (LVFO), which
would give Ethiopia some access to the lake for a guaranteed control of abstraction
from river Omo.
Even though each of the two riparian countries of Lake Turkana has departments of
fisheries, critical management measures are required to ensure stock sustainability and
increased regional and international trading. It is necessary for the riparian countries
to implement a joint management framework for this lake especially for the following
reasons:
•

Control of illegal fishing practices and implementation ofmeasures to ensure
stocks sustainability: Lake Turkana, especially at the northern part and around
Kalokol area, have started showing signs of localized over fishing. Excessive
fishing of breeding grounds in the north will eventually a ffect stocks in the
whole lake. Beach seines (both day and night) are used in various parts, and
other illegal nets are suspected to be in use in areas where there is little or no
surveillance. In 0 rder toe nsure effective lake-wide implementation of stock
sustainability measures, it is necessary for the countries to harmonize
legislation on fishing gears and access in the lake. Other measures required are
regular stock volumes and sizes assessment. This calls for a regional
management framework to coordinate such efforts.

•

Preservation of the lake's biodiversity: Lake Turkana contains some seven
endemic documented species, but it is possible that there are many more. In
order to avoid possible 'poaching' of the lakes unique fish species and their
uncontrolled and unacknowledged development elsewhere, the riparian states
need to harmonize their legislation on live fish trade, and also with
international agreements such as CITES. There is need for increased scientific
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research and documentation of rare species in this lake, an activity that may
call for construction of a laboratory facility.
•

Management of quality control measures: International trade in fishery
products especially for human consumption requires harmonized quality
control measures to continuously monitor the quality of fish, sediment and
water, and enforcement of accompanying harmonized legislation. Specifically,
the riparian states needs coordination to meet EU Directive 91/493 on the
conditions for the processing and placement on the market of fish and fishery
products. This approach needs cooperation and constant consultation among
riparian states.

•

Joint research activities: The Lake Turkana research projects conducted in the
1970's and 1980's greatly helped in our understanding of this ecosystem, and
highlighted the role that the river Omo floods have on fisheries. Aspects of
limnology and stock assessment were dealt with on a lake-wide basis, and this
generated useful information on which future policies can be based. There is
need to conduct further lake-wide research on stock assessment, socio
economics and catch assessment studies. Continuous research on biodiversity
and aquatic ecology issues also needs to be undertaken, and this needs a lake
wide approach coordinated through a central organization.

10.1.2:
Proposed Plan ofAction for a regionaljisheries body
Kenya and Ethiopia needs to come up with a strategy for implementation of a regional
body to coordinate fishery activities in Lake Turkana. This body would have the
following objectives:

•

•

To ensure that the activities of the two Competent Authorities in the lake meet
international standards such as contained in the EU directive 91/493, and are
therefore harmonized in their fishery handling and processing conditions with
the EU. This would involve ensuring the following:
•

Ensuring that fisheries legislation on health and safety issues in Lake
Turkana are harmonized with EU fisheries legislation, and
incorporated into the countries fishery regulations. This would involve
strengthening the current legislation by including QC specific sections
harmonized with the EU legislation.

•

Laboratory testing facilities on fishery aspects accredited with
international accreditation bodies, and have in place verifiable
monitoring and evaluation procedures for their water, fish and
sediment in the fishing grounds. This is meant to guarantee safety of
fishery products from Lake Turkana. This might involve upgrading the
countries standards organizations laboratories, or construction of fish
laboratories around the lake.

To ensure that there is an agreement on gear types and a policy on fishing
effort which safeguards the stocks of Lake Turkana from collapse.
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•

To create a framework for the management of fisheries research
Turkana.

In

Lake

10.1.3:
Proposed regional coordination mechanism
Several approaches are suggested for the management of Lake Turkana. These
include:
•

Request for the creation of a Regional working group of the CIFA Sub
Committee (FAO-Fisheries): This approach means that the countries would
work with FAO fisheries to create a working sub-committee on Lake Turkana.
The main drawback of this arrangement is that it would be heavily relying on
FAO-fish for directions since it would not have a secretariat of its own and the
regional governments and fishing communities may need to be more involved
to ensure more ownership.

•

Technical committee with permanent secretariat: This approach proposes to
create a technical committee, which even though it may work with CIFA
(FAO-Fish), would be independent from it and with a permanent secretariat
around Lake Turkana. The panel of the technical committee would be made up
of high-level officers such as directors of fisheries. This way of functioning
would have the advantage of involving management more intimately, but the
drawbacks are increased bureaucracy and protocol, and increased costs
especially for the secretariat.

•

Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization (LVFO) model: This is a more ambitious
model than the former two, because it requires setting up intergovernmental
management structures, and a permanent secretariat with several facilities. The
advantages are that whatever is agreed at this organization would be
automatically government policy and therefore easier to implement. It also
creates a formal forum through which both the departments of fisheries and
fishery research institutions can interact and guide the lake policy. The
disadvantage is that it needs substantial political will to set up, and substantial
funds to run the secretariat.

It is suggested that a regional coordinating organization be base on three pillars:
•

Local communities organized under Beach management Units (BMU) concept.
This would involve ensuring that there are functional BMUs around the major
landing sites of the lake, and that they are representative, consisting of both
fishermen and traders. The fishermen and fish traders associations would play
a critical role in the stability of these BMUs. This pillar is essential to the lake
wide organization in that:
o It ensures that the authority is representative of fishing communities,
and hence its activities are bound to reflect better the happenings at the
ground.
o It's legitimate enough to deal with BMUs, even in situations of
momentary national civil strife, making central government unable to
make quick decisions. Apparently, lake Victoria's fishing community
is quite cohesive, with even Swahili as a unifying language regardless
of nationality, and well established trading patterns along all the lakes
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landing sites. The lack of a common language around Lake Turkana
communities would be a particular challenge, but it is worthwhile
working through them to achieve self-regulation in terms of stocks
conservation, since they are direct beneficiaries.
•

Fisheries Authorities: Fisheries departments and fisheries research
organizations need to be involved in the management of the regional
organization. Their respective directors would be part of the steering
committee, which would periodically meet to plan the activities of the
organization. To minimize on bureaucracy, the role of the fisheries authorities
would be non-executive, so that the technical bench of the organization can
have a freer hand to execute activities approved by the steering committee.

•

The Secretariat: This would be the executing arm of the organization, and
would be composed of employees and consultants. Organizations such as
elFA committee on Lake Tanganyika would therefore second consultants to
work under this arrangement. Activities envisaged for this secretariat would
involve setting up units to deal with various aspects of the lake such as:
•
•
•
•

Fisheries research Unit: dealing with stock assessment, limnology, and
other aquatic research aspects
Fish technology unit, dealing with value addition skills in processing,
gear and crafts and other aspects
Quality control aspects, dealing with coordination of harmonization of
the lake with EU directive 91/493.
Management and legislation unit, to deal with harmonization of
legislation, and coordination of enforcement of legislation issues.

Fishing and Fish Traders
communities (BMUs)

Fisheries Authorities
(Management and
Research)

..

Organization Secretariat

Fig. 20: Proposed pillars for the proposed Lake Turkana Fisheries Organization
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The activities leading to creation of such an organization could be:
•

•
•

Formation of the organization's coordinating committee at CIFA level, with
formal participation of the two riparian states. This may be necessitated by the
current lack of a regional organization grouping the two states, unlike the case
for LVFO whereby the EAC could playa coordinating role.
Discussions and formal recognition of the organization by the riparian
governments.
Identification ofBMUs and their clustering for inclusion into the organizations
management structure.

This approach tries to combine the LVFO model with the CIFA committee approach,
at the same time creating strong community participation to have better co
management (one of the principles on the Code for Responsible Fisheries), and
mitigate against lapses associated with civil strife in some of the riparian states.

10.2: The Fergusson's Gulf issue and aquaculture
The unique Fergusson's high fish production rates needs to be harnessed. Kenya
should seriously explore the option of flooding this lOkm2 land with lake water, even
if it is mechanically pumped. This would be then held back by gates, just as in Hydro
electricity dams. If the access to the resource issues are addressed (possibly through a
public-private partnership, this project has the potential to produce enough fish to
justify the costs. The reservoir would then be managed as an aquaculture farm, and
could even be used as a basis to initiate aquaculture initiatives especially on the rich
bays of the lake. Lake Turkana has the best temperature conditions and fish food
production rates of any water body in the region, which could greatly assist any
aquaculture efforts.
A project on flooding the Fergusson's Gulf and establishment of aquaculture activities
in it could be formulated by the fishery private sector in Kenya, in conjunction with
KVDA, and the department of fisheries, and eventually run as a public-private
partnership where local fishers would be allowed regulated access (under defined
rights and obligations), and then processing and marketing arrangements made. Such
a project would have a more sustainable supply situation, and would greatly
contribute to the economic development of fisheries in this region. A detailed
feasibility study needs to be undertaken, and then a detailed investment project
proposal developed.

10.3: The Open lake Fishery Development
The open lake can support significant commercial fishing activity, which was earlier
estimated at a minimal annual catch of l5,OOOMT. Some of the challenges, together
with possible solutions include the following:

•

The multi-species variety ofthe open lake fishery. The large commercial fishes
of the open lake include bagrus, Nile perch, tilapia, tigerfish and catfish. Fish
processing companies around lake Victoria, especially those whose products
are mainly destined for export are used to mono species trade (mainly Nile
perch). Lake Turkana therefore poses the challenge of being able to handle at
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least 5 fish species in 0 ne processing facility. Even though practically each
species would have to be handled separately, this should not be a major
problem as primary processing of fish (such as filleting) involves similar unit
operations. The introduction of commercial processing of multi-species would
go a long way into providing a variety in the local and regional markets, which
are almost always dependent on tilapia.
•

The Conflicts issue: Clearly, there is need to ensure that there is sustainable
access of fishers to all fishing grounds in the lake. Conflicts towards fishers,
especially from riparian communities not involved in fishing, need to be
managed with a view to ensuring that the interests of both groups are
addressed. Nearly all these conflicts are inter tribal, and are often encouraged
by age-old cultural practices. Since tribes are well-organized community units,
conflict resolution would need to work through their established leadership. A
number of organizations, like the SNV have long experience in conflict
resolution among communities in the North-Rift region of Kenya. SNV can
therefore playa pivotal role in resolving conflicts among riparian communities
of Lake Turkana.

•

Fishing effort. The open areas of Lake Turkana suffer strong wind gushes with
resultant high waves, which make navigation by non-motorized artisanal boats
almost impossible. This in turn limits fishers ability to catch larger fish which
inhabit these waters. Lake Turkana therefore requires above average
investment in fishing crafts and equipment, such as motorized strong-built
boats, unlike calm lakes such as lake Victoria where vast areas in it are
accessible using manually propelled boats. A fisher in Lake Turkana has to
therefore substantially invest in equipment: a wooden boat capable of
venturing deep into the lake costs about 60,000ksh, and an outboard engine
about 100,000ksh. T his level 0 f investment is 0 nly possible for commercial
fishers, who also may be experiencing problems with return on investment
considering the terribly low prices for fish (1 Oksh per piece of dried fish).

There is need to build the capacity of these fishers by providing affordable credit (any
credit above 10% interest payment, as is currently the case wit most micro credit
service providers, is unaffordable to small and medium scale traders). A Iso, efforts
aimed at lowering post harvest losses and improving the value of processed fish will
greatly help improve the socioeconomic status of this fishery.

10.4: Infrastructure: way forward
Transportation - it is important that fish, being highly perishable, is moved rapidly
from point of catch to the market. This is particularly a challenge for Lake Turkana,
considering the vast distances between fishing grounds, a rough weather lake, rugged
shore terrain, and long distances to main market centers. The current commitment to
rehabilitate the northern corridor road (from Nairobi to Lodwar) will go along way in
speeding-up transportation of this valuable commodity from the lake to main market
centers such as Nairobi and Kisumu. The road from Kalokol to Lodwar is in good
condition, and only periodic maintenance will be required. There is need however to
construct and maintain fish roads along the lake's shores. Since these roads are likely
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to be used for other purposes also (such as transportation of livestock products), this
road could be constructed by local authorities, or even through the newly introduced
constituency development funds.
It is more efficient to improve transportation along and across the lake via large
transport boats or ships. These vessels would ply a long the lake's length regularly,
thereby making transportation of fish and persons across the lake much shorter and
cheaper, as happens along lake Tanganyika, which is a long and narrow lake just like
Lake Turkana. Such a steamer could be run by a private company, or by a public
private partnership with a government parastatal. There is need for a thorough
feasibility study to be conducted in this aspect.

Ice infrastructure: The production and translocation of ice around the lake is a
daunting task, because of the lack of both electricity and potable water. In the short
run, a good market linkage between Lake Turkana fishery and existing fish traders
and processing firms could ensure that affordable ice is trucked into the area by the
same trucks that transport fish back to towns such as Nairobi. Ice is able to last 3-5
days in insulated containers, a period which is long enough to make a round trip to
Lake Turkana from any of the major fish market centers. In the long term though, ice
will need to be produced from several locations around the lake. Given the huge
fishery potential of this lake, and its ability to significantly improve the socio
economics of this region, it is justifiable that hydro-electricity power supply should be
extended to the lake. Electricity could be extended via major towns such as Lodwar to
the main fishery centers such as Kalokol. Such centers would then be able to purify
the lake's water to produce water of ice making quality. The processed ice could then
be easily transported across the lake to fishing centers via collector boats and transport
ships. Ice making around Lake Turkana needs to be undertaken after a thorough
feasibility study, as there must be sufficient demand from fishers for it, so that it may
be produced at economic volumes. Electricity however has a lot of development
linkages, and should be provided by the public sector.

Voice communication -Telephone services are essential for fishers, especially
considering that they have to daily hunt for best prices at various landing sites, in the
absence of a centralized auction site. The ability to communicate is also crucial for
enhancing linkages between traders both at supply and demand destinations. Given
the significant potential of this fishery to generate income, local mobile phone service
producers should be encouraged to provide connectivity to towns around the lake,
both on the eastern and western shores.

10.5: Quality control: way forward
Assurance on food safety and quality are essential for successful marketing of fish
from Lake Turkana. It is important that dried fish from this lake is not associated with
dust or insect infestation. Also, considering that this fish is a public good (the fishers
do not nurture what they catch), no body should be allowed to catch fish only to let it
spoil through post-harvest handling. The department of Fisheries therefore needs to
enforce legislation aimed at cutting down on post harvest losses, and also to protect
consumers. This would in turn build consumer confidence on Lake Turkana fish,
thereby improving price.
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There are well defined legislation (fisheries regulations 2000) which govern handling
and processing of fish, especially that which is meant for export. While these would
be applicable for finns targeting export, they may be inapplicable to small and
medium scale finns targeting domestic and regional markets. The department of
fisheries, together with relevant stakeholders such as fish traders' organizations, needs
to develop cost-effective fishery standards, which are based on HACCP, without
compromising on safety aspects.
Development 0 standards should go hand in hand with provision of sanitary facilities
such as fish landing bandas, and fish conveyance vessels such as trays. The current
practice of landing fish on bare ground on the sand and mud should be discouraged
through enforcement of fisheries legislation. Lake Turkana has 14 main landing sites
(table 6)

Table. 6: Main Fish Landing Sites around Lake Turkana, from North to South
Landing sites on the western coast
Landing sites on the eastern side
1. Todenyang
1. Haret
2. Lowarengak
2. Koobi For a
3. Allia Bay
3. Nachukui
4. Moite
4. Kataboi
5. Namadak
5. Elmolo Bay
6. Loiyangalani
6. Kalokol
7. Eliye
8. Kerio

A fish-landing site should have the following:
• A perimeter fence that secures the compound from all other non
fish handling activities.
• Toilet facilities and sections for hand and body wash
• A fish landing banda with easy to c lean surfaces, and equipment
for handling and storing fish and ice. The fish storage areas should
be vennin-proof
• A loading bay for transportation trucks, with a soak pit for drain
water.
From experience gained from lake Victoria, construction of a fish-landing site with
the facilities above that meets international fish hygiene standards costs about 3
million Ksh. The 14 landing sites around Lake Turkana would therefore cost about 52
million Ksh to construct. These facilities are essential if the huge post harvest losses
around the lake are to be reduced. Also, they would act as distribution centers for ice
to fishers, and also inspection and data collection points for fisheries officers. Ice
could be safely stored in insulated boxes in these centers for 3-4 days as the landed
fish accumulates to economic amounts for transportation to main markets.

10.6: Value addition and Marketing: Way Forward
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As has been described earlier, drying of fish results in about five-fold loss of value
compared to fresh fish. This is unacceptable, and all efforts should be made to ensure
that the greatest proportion of this lake's fish is sold fresh, and any that is processed is
actually value-added. One may not rush to conclude that the fishers are entirely
irrational in drying fish; what choice do they have? They have no ice, there is no
ready demand for the fish at landing sites (as is the case in lake Victoria), and they are
500-800km away from main fish markets in Kenya, which makes transportation very
costly. To make matters worse, the fish they have caught today will go bad by the end
oft he day if they don't s ell it (which is 1ikely!). The rational alternative for these
fishers is therefore to dry it, not as a value-addition process, but for preservation of
whatever value they can salvage from the situation.
Across the world, the highest value of fishery products is in freshly preserved whole
or filleted fish. This applies for tuna or Nile perch, which fetches peak prices of
15US$/kg on supermarket shelves in Europe in fresh fillet form, but just about
1.5$/kg in canned form. The challenge is to get the fish to the market in as fresh a
condition as possible. Given the huge demand for fresh fish in Kenyan towns such as
Nairobi (fresh fish retails at 1.5US$, or 120 ksh/kg), the relatively small Lake
Turkana fish volumes can be easily absorbed domestically. In order to avoid periodic
glut (oversupply) that occurs during peak production from lake Victoria (during heavy
rains), handling standards around Lake Turkana should be of internationally accepted
standards, so that the fish may be exported to regional and international destinations,
and thereby stabilizing its price.
It is possible to dry fish to such standards that its value is improved. Considering the
advantage of high drying rates in this region occasioned by hot weather, Lake
Turkana fish could be effectively dried in semi-industrial (affordable) units such as
solar boxes or solar tents, and exported overseas. Fishers and fish traders could
therefore be trained in these technologies, with a view to weaning them from drying
on the ground amidst dust.
10.7: Alestes minutus value addition and marketing: Way Forward
It is estimated that Lake Turkana has a high production of Alestes minutus (estimated

at 560,000MT, table ... ). Comparing with omena (Rastrienobola argentea) fishery in
Lake Victoria, which is now considered to be close to the Nile perch fishery in
income generation, it is possible to develop this minute fish (about 3cm length)
fishery of Lake Turkana. This is because:
•

There is a huge worldwide demand for fish substrate in fish feed manufacture,
especially for aquaculture production. This A. minutus fish could be
effectively marketed for this purpose. The possibility of developing
aquaculture in Lake Turkana (considering the excellent temperature and
plankton production levels) could be also greatly assisted by using A.minutus
in feeding the target species.

•

There is plenty of sun around the lake, and therefore drying of the minute fish
would be rapid (much faster than for omena around lake Victoria) and hence
of high quality (fish would be dry before any significant microbial growth on
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it). Such dried fish could be fit for both human consumption and fish feed
manufacture.
A.minutus fishery could easily fetch 17 billion ksh (224 million US$) in the open
market, assuming 60% weight loss upon drying, and a price of 1US$/kg. This fishery,
though would need fine mesh nets, is not expected to impact negatively on the rest of
the lakes fishery as the fish is pelagic, and is restricted to the open areas of the lake
which are not breeding grounds. This makes A. minutus fishery one of the best-kept
secrets of this lake in terms of investment potential. There is therefore an urgent need
for a detailed feasibility study into mechanisms for utilizing this fishery.

10.8:

Private Sector development: Way Forward

In line with the Government's policy on wealth creation and poverty eradication, any
development efforts in Lake Turkana should seek to integrate local fishers and traders
into the fishery. This would entail building the capacity of local fishers and traders,
and filling the capacity gaps identified with investments form players from either
within or outside the country. Private sector development around the lake would
involve:
•

Training on efficient and cost effective fishing, fish handling and fish
processing skills.

•

Provision of affordable credit to fishers and fish traders

•

Developing business linkages between Lake Turkana fishers and fish traders
on one hand, and with other fish traders nationally and internationally

•

Developing strong private sector associations with a view to achieving self
regulation (especially on quality control matters, via an industry code of
practice), and provide a forum for the promotion of trade in Lake Turkana fish

•

Establishing public-private sector partnerships around the lake to foster large
scale private investment, such as in processing of fish, aquaculture, and A.
minutus fishery.

Each of the aspects above are major projects in themselves, and are a challenge
considering that there are not many organized fishers or fish traders around the lake.
The Kenya Fish Processors and Exporters Association (AFIPEK) has been
instrumental in working with Department of Fisheries and other government and non
governmental development organizations to promote export of fishery products. This
association could playa useful role in assisting formation of similar groups around the
lake, and in mobilizing potential investors in this fishery. The newly registered
KeFTA (Kenya fish traders association), which is an umbrella association of all fish
traders in the country (including AFIPEK), could be very instrumental in organizing
fishers and fish traders around the lake, undertaking training and mobilizing investors
for Lake Turkana. By working together with NGOs and other development
organizations, the private sector around Lake Turkana, which is the engine for this
lake's development, could be revitalized to play its rightful role in this fishery.
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10.9: Institutional Collaboration: way forward
If properly coordinated, the public and private sector organizations around Lake
Turkana could have a much greater impact on development of this fishery than is
currently the case. Government institutions such as Department of Fisheries and
Kenya marine Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI) need to be challenged to
discontinue the practice of having almost idle capacity at the lake shores, because they
have not provided the staff there will the equipments, facilities and funds necessary to
undertake their responsibilities. Local county councils should provide services to
fishers, at least commensurate with the 1kshlkg fish cess they collect. It is necessary
for NGOs operating around Lake Turkana to avoid the situation as it is around the
Indian Ocean and Lake Victoria, where there is not much impact of the activities of
over 200 NGOs working on fishery-related matters there.
There is therefore a need to have a public-private coordinating mechanism for Lake
Turkana fisheries development. This Lake Turkana Fisheries development forum
should consist of Government agencies dealing with this fishery, fish private sector
associations, local leadership, development organizations and NGOs. The role of this
forum could be to:
•
•
•
•

11 :

Coordinate development by holding frequent consultations
Avoid duplication of activities by various agencies
Mobilize public and private sector resources for investment activities
Influence policy on Lake Turkana development.
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